AMU Alumni Association Qatar Conducts Webinar on “IIT /JEE & NEET Exam by Anand Kumar”

Doha, August 28: A webinar on the topic "Tricks & Tips for IIT/JEE & NEET exam by Anand Kumar ” was
organized by Aligarh Muslim University Alumni Association Qatar (AMUAAQ) an associate organization
(AO) of ICBF under the aegis of the Embassy of India-Qatar held on 27th August 2020 (Thursday) from
7:00 pm to 08:30 PM Qatar time on Zoom Meeting Application.
The Chief Guest & Speaker of this webinar Anand Kumar, Founder of Super-30 while moderator was
Dr. Ashna Nusrat along with Guest of Honour & speaker Obaidur Rahman, Guest of honour Sujeet Kumar,
Additional Commissioner, Delhi Income Tax.
Attending the online webinar as the Chief Guest & Speaker, Anand Kumar said that the examination date
of IIT/JEE and NEET exam should not be changed as the government has already prepared to conduct it
by following the precautionary measures of COVID-19 and ministry of education has already made the
proper arrangement at the Centre.He has also mentioned that these examinations were previously
postponed two-three times that’s why it’s necessary to save the academic session for the prepared
aspirants. He also welcomes the New Education Policy 2020. "He agrees that the medium of instruction in
the home/local language will help the students to understand the basics deeply to make the foundation
strong. As per Mr. Kumar the standard of the questions should be based on class 11 and 12 instead of
Olympiad level. It will help poor students to crack this exam by doing self-study.
Anand Kumar said that students should cover the complete syllabus. He said that suppose a student
leaves a topic like algebra and does calculus considering it to be difficult but sometimes very simple

questions can be asked from these difficult topics. Hence it is very important to prepare the complete
syllabus.
He said that thorough study is required to resolve the problems with different tricks and self-created
formula which helps the students to enhance the knowledge and makes the basic strong. He strongly
recommended to study the NCERT books thoroughly and keep practicing and resolving 20-25 years old
question bank.
He also advised to solve the problem not only by one method but suggested that the students should ask
themselves about the “How and Why” of any mathematics question and concept used to solve the same. If
class 12 student faces any difficulty to understand any concept or theorem, then he/she should study the
concepts of class 11 and class 10.To make Mathematics interesting students should build their concepts
from the basics.
He also advised that parents need to encourage their children to read the biography of scientists,
mathematicians and successful people via mobile & computer network to get inspiration and move towards
positive direction as majority of students interact with electronic gadgets for games and other things and
waste their valuable time.
He also told that many students complain that they are fully engaged with school and coaching classes
and do not get the sufficient time for self-study. He suggested that self-study is very important to
understand and make the preparation perfect. He advised that students can take the advantage of this
pandemic for self-study and make use of the available online materials.
According to Mr. Anand Kumar, students should try to crack this exam in the first attempt instead of
thinking about the year drop as they never know that all the questions they prepared and practiced this
year might be asked in the examination. So, be confident and put your 100% to get the desired result. In
short a student should not think about the next year. Once the result will come out, then students can think
about the 1 year drop as per the current performance.
Anand Kumar also answered many other important questions which were very useful for the students. He
requested the community leaders and qualified people to come forward to help and support the society
towards education to develop the society and nation.He also responded to a question that going abroad for
IIT qualifier for higher study or to make themselves financially sound is not a problem but they must help
and support the nation and society afterwards.
Jawed Ahmad, the President of the AMU Alumni Association Qatar welcomed the distinguished
guests, media personnel, community leaders, and online audience, delivered briefly about the efforts to
support the community in this pandemic COVID -19. He thanked his managing committee & well-wisher
Shahabuddin Ahmad support for bringing this webinar for the Indian community. He informed that Parents
& Students will get the confidence and benefit from this webinar. He also encouraged the students with
Virindh lines – Practice makes one perfect.
Sujeet Kumar (Guest of Honour) in his address said that he felt great to be a part of this important
webinar and appreciated AMU alumni team for organizing it.He said that it’s often noticed that many
students do not have proper sleep before appearing for the examination, which makes the mind very slow
that’s why sound sleep is very important the night before any examination. He also advised the students
not only to be well prepared but to keep faith in GOD which will pull you out from any uncomfortable
situation. Mr. Sujeet told that students need to be emotionally strong enough as well to face any
challenges. It is very important to learn the application theory not only the ”rope learning” because
question pattern keeps changing year by year, therefore its quite important not to depend on only course
subject but with its application part as well.

Obaidur Rahman (Guest of Honour) in his address appreciated AMU alumni team and its President –
Jawed Ahmad for organizing this webinar and thanked Shahabuddin Ahmad for extending the
invitation. He said that he is very much inspired with Anand Kumar’s super-30 pattern and founded
Rahman-30 in association with Super-30 to coach the weaker section of students for IIT/JEE and NEET
examination. He also advised the students to utilize the remaining time to do the mock test and online
practice. He also advised to appear in the scheduled examination without any fear to keep the morale and
confidence high. He recommended the students to do the examination with accuracy and attempt the sure
shot questions first then try for difficult part and need to minimize the wrong answer as the negative
marking might impact the score inversely.
Shahabuddin Ahmad (Chairman, Bazm e Sadaf) appreciated the AMU Alumni Association Qatar
(affiliated) for their valuable contribution towards Indian community and highlighted the role of Super-30 &
Rahman-30.He also raised the question to the founder of Super-30 & Rahman-30 for getting this pattern in
Qatar and GCC and same was raised by AMU Alumni President – Jawed Ahmad as well if any plan to
launch it in GCC.
The diaspora of Indian population in Qatar is vast so setting up a coaching institute holds a very promising
potential for students who are aspiring for IIT/JEE and NEET. The opening of coaching Centre in Qatar
holds a strong possibility and the parents and students already are looking forward to it. Mr. Anand Kumar
& Mr. Obaidur Rahman responded that they are very much interested for it and need support from some
organizations and community leaders and they are in touch with them.
The webinar deftly handled by AMU alumnus Dr. Ashna Nusrat wonderfully threaded the entire discussion
as the moderator. She set the context of the discussion by differentiating the pandemic policy of exam from
the normal condition. Mohammed Farman Khan (GS-AMUAAQ) started the program with the recitation of
Verses from the Holy Quran while Covid-19 awareness precautionary measures briefed by Dr. Ashna
Nusrat, moderator of this program. Mohammed Faisal Naseem (VP-AMUAAQ) extended the vote of
thanks while Almas Ahmad had taken care of the back stage.
Almost 850 people attended the online webinar (Via Zoom and Facebook live stream) in which some of the
alumni & well-wishers, were Mamnoon Ahmad Bangash, Rizwan Ahmad, Himanshu Kumar Sharma, Mrs.
Archana Das, Dr. Tausif Altamas, Ahmad Imtiyaz, Irfan Ansari, Mrs. Anwer Sultana, Prof. Tahseen Fatma,
Jawed Alam, Dr. Saudul Hassan, Abid Anwer, Mehjabeen Hussain, Asma Murtaza, Harish, Chauhan,
Pratham Agrawal, Naresh Kumar and Anjum Hussain. The session was highly useful for IIT/JEE & NEET
aspirants and was highly appreciated by the participants.

